WHAT CAN WE DO WITH THE WORK WE HAVE DOCUMENTED AND MAPPED?
Documenting and mapping units of study encourages improved instruction and student learning. Once curriculum units are documented and mapped, here are some valuable things we can do with them:

Focus on Student Learning
• Read the essential and guiding questions of colleagues across the grade level and/or vertically to broaden our understanding of what our students are learning before, during, and after we have them in our class
• Explore developmental expectations we have of students
• Assess whether the necessary structures or resources are in place to meet student needs
• Increase interdisciplinary connection-making by students through explicit interdisciplinary connections made by teachers across the grade level
• Review the vocabulary students are learning and using across disciplines and grade levels

Focus on Curriculum and Assessment Design
Analyze units for evidence of the following:
• The mission, vision and values of the school community are reflected in the design of students’ learning experiences
• Lateral interdisciplinary connections
• Vertical alignment within and across the disciplines
• Common Core/State Standards alignment and integration
• EfS standards alignment and integration (knowledge, skills and attitudes i.e., The Commons, Systems Thinking, Creative Thinking, Ethics, Empathy, Risk Taking…)
• Opportunities for “specials” (Arts, Phys Ed, Languages) and “advisory/homeroom” to integrate their curriculum and teaching with the core operating curriculum
• Curriculum, instruction, assessments and performance criteria designed to move students through the progression of proficiencies from introductory awareness level, to working/practicing level, to mastery level knowledge and skills
• Congruence between the intended learning outcomes and the assessments and performance criteria

Focus on Instruction and Innovative Practices
Analyze units for evidence of the following:
• Assessment practices that measure and produce learning
• Employment of differentiated instructional strategies and scaffolding
• The presence and quality of focused instruction on writing, reading, analytical skills, historical thinking and/or any content, habits of mind, skills and proficiencies we want to see progress and reinforced across the curriculum
• Effective and current best practices (i.e., technology integration, variety of activities, learner centered instruction, assessments that produce learning, place-based and project-based learning, etc.
• The use of books, primary source documents and other resources used vertically and laterally
Review Units for Redundancies vs. Reinforcement

• Check laterally and vertically for areas where there are instructional redundancies and areas where instructional reinforcement is, or needs to be provided
• Assess strengths and gaps laterally and vertically. Celebrate the strengths and close the gaps

Make Performance Criteria Explicit

• Study how we are communicating quality to students across disciplines and grade levels by comparing performance criteria
• Work toward continuity and congruence as we develop and communicate performance criteria to use individually and collectively

Focus on Communication and Collaboration

• Increase the capacity to collaborate and communicate at and across each grade level
• Build community and mutual respect through shared language and shared understanding of our goals and indicators of success
• Peer critique units through critical and candid conversations
• Communicate and coordinate logistics and timing of lessons and learning experiences to maximize students’ learning and interdisciplinary experiences
• Share best practices and creative ideas with peers
• Celebrate our ability to grow as learners and as a learning organization

What are the favorable conditions for documentation and mapping to flourish in a school/district?

• Professional Development and Coaching in Backwards Design (UBD), Curriculum Integration and Curriculum Mapping are extensive and ongoing, and new faculty is brought into the fold intentionally
• Time is regularly allocated for faculty and administrators to design/document and map
• Maps and especially analytics are viewed and used regularly in critical conversations among faculty and between faculty and administrators
• An agreed upon template(s) is used to map the relevant data that the faculty and administrators want to capture and analyze (see the Cloud Institute’s protocol entitled, Applications for Documented & Mapped Curriculum for ideas about what to map and what to analyze)
• When possible, the unit mapping template and the UBD Unit Design Template are the same—so teachers can design, journal and map all in one place
• Mapping Software* should be user friendly and vocabulary should be shared and understood (ex. assessments of learning and assessments for learning...)

*If mapping software is not available yet, we recommend that faculty document their units on a shared drive like Google Docs to get in the habit of documenting, uploading and sharing their work on a curriculum chart in a central location. This will make the eventual transition to mapping software easier.